
How to submit an amendment 

1. Log into the resolution tool: 

Follow this link http://lymec.antragstool.de/members/new-amendment-v1/ 

Login:    lymec 

password: jKg6K7GfQ3 

 

2. Fill in the resolution form 
Choose the resolution you want to amend. 
State your MO/ IMS and the name of the speaker that will present the amendment 
Decide what kind of amendment you make: insert in (a line), insert after (a line), delete (a line), 
replace (a line), or move (a line to another place) 
Set paragraph to 0, Set the start and end page both to 0. Put the correct line of the resolution of the 
text you want to amend.  
Please note that you can only submit amendments to resolution after the resolution deadline once 
the resolution book is published. Only it contains the correct lines for every resolution. 
 

 
 

3. Check and submit the amendment 

Click preview and a new form will open.  

If you are happy with the preview, click the right button to submit the amendment. 

If you want to edit it click the left button to go back.  

Once you have submitted the amendment you can’t make any more changes to it. 

 

4. Deadline for amendments, will be set by congress at the congress opening. But you all help 

to smoothen the process if you turn in your amendments before the deadline 

 

 

 

http://lymec.antragstool.de/members/new-amendment-v1/


5. Examples for amendments 

This is the resolution you want to amend, and these are your options 

 
 

 “insert after”: You want to add a sentence after line 14 

 

 
 

  



 

 “insert in”:  You want to add a sentence in a specific line 

 

 
 

 

 “delete”: You want to delete the line 10 to 14 in this proposed resolution 

 
 

 

 

  



 “replace”, if you want to replace sentences, paragraphs or even the whole text. Use the 

additional info field to make clear if you want to keep maybe a sentence in the starting or 

ending line or if you want to replace everything. Only put the new text in the field 

“amendment text” 

 

 “move”, if you want to move a part of the text to another line, choose the orginal lines and 

put where you want the text to move to in the field “additional info” 

 

 


